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Haaz Sleiman: on the verge of breaking out
THE LEBANESE ACTOR TALKS ABOUT FILM, SONG, THE UNITED STATES AND HIS

BREAKOUT PERFORMANCE IN THE VISITOR

He’s from Lebanon, passionate about music and moved to
Michigan and then to New York as a young adult. Such is
the personal history of actor Haaz Sleiman and Tarek
Khalil, the immigrant drummer he plays in the much-
lauded film The Visitor.

Coincidence? Pretty much. But while the soft-spoken Sleiman
acknowledges many similarities with his alter ego, he’s also
quick to point out that there are significant differences. “Tarek
is from Syria, I’m from Lebanon. Tarek is an illegal immigrant,
I wasn’t…and many other things,” he explains. 

Undoubtedly, the biggest difference is Sleiman’s real-life happy
ending. Currently, he’s living in Los Angeles, poised to get his
American citizenship and riding high on his textured,
Independent Spirit Award-nominated performance (best
supporting actor) in The Visitor. So how is it that a Lebanese
boy who grew up in the UAE and Beirut, and whose family is
from Bednayel in the Bekaa Valley, found himself acting with
the masterful, Academy Award-nominated Richard Jenkins in
one of the most buzzed about films to hit theaters last year?

“I moved to Michigan when I was 21 expecting to see
skyscrapers and when that wasn’t the case, it was definitely a
bit of culture shock,” says Sleiman, who went on to receive
his BS in computer science from Wayne State University.
“Basically, I couldn’t wait to get done with school. I had to
finish for my folks, who were very supportive of whatever I
wanted to do – as long as I had a backup plan.” 

When Sleiman visited New York City during college, he was
smitten. “I truly fell in love; New York felt like home,” he says.
So, no surprise, upon graduation, he moved to Manhattan to
focus on his primary passion at that juncture: music. “I
recorded 30-something songs – sort of pop and R&B with a
Middle Eastern flavor. I actually got close to signing a deal
but this was shortly after 9/11, and they wanted me to change
my music,” recalls Sleiman. He wasn’t willing to compromise.

It’s at this point that the determined Sleiman shifted his focus to
acting. He had virtually no experience but started taking some
workshops and began auditioning for parts in independent
films. But when he headed to Los Angeles on his own dime
(and he didn’t have many at that time) with a contingent of
actors for a showcase event, Sleiman’s risk-taking paid off. 

“Essentially it was a marathon performance of my
monologue, doing it over and over again in the hopes of
securing an agent,” Sleiman recalls. With six eager agents,
clearly wowed by his talent, interested in repping him,
Sleiman narrowed down his choice and made a
permanent move to the City of Angels. Here, serious
acting classes, lots of “growing and learning, and working
every now and then” ensued. 

Then came Tarek, Richard Jenkins and writer-director
Thomas McCarthy. And everything changed. “The Visitor
put me at a different level. It was a big deal for a Middle
Eastern actor to land in this film – and it definitely put me
on the map,” says Sleiman. Along with his personal success,
Sleiman was thrilled to play a nice guy and show a personal,
very real story of a Middle Eastern man that wasn’t
stereotypical or mired in politics. 

Key to the film’s success is the touching relationship that
develops between Walter Vale, the lonely widower played by
Jenkins, and Tarek. The two men from vastly different worlds
are brought together when Walter discovers Tarek and his
Nigerian girlfriend (played by Danai Jekesai Guriria) living in
his New York apartment.  

Although Sleiman felt a certain kinship with Tarek, there
were several big challenges for him to conquer to play the
sweet musician who gets caught up in a complicated post-
9/11 America and winds up in an immigration detention
center. Tarek plays the drums in his underwear (a
personality quirk suggested by Sleiman himself after
watching a documentary on Nigerian musician Fela Kuti –
who would rehearse in his skivvies). To perfect his
percussioning, Sleiman practiced the drums for three-and-a-
half hours a day for a month-and-a-half. He also had to
learn to speak English with a Syrian accent, which he
worked on with help from Hiam Abbass, the stellar actress
who plays his mother in the film.

What’s next? Sleiman just finished shooting a series for
Showtime (debuting this June) called Nurse Jackie, a dark
comedy starring Edie Falco. Sleiman plays a gay nurse who
sings. Looks like that music background will come in
handy after all.
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